University Core Curriculum Committee
Agenda

7 February 2013, 2-3:30 p.m.
Alderson Auditorium, Kansas Union

1. 2:00 – 2:05 Review of Jan. 24 UCCC minutes
2. 2:05 – 2:45 Discussion of and possible approval of pending courses
3. 2:45 – 2:50 Update on KU Core Implementation Work Group progress
4. 2:50 – 3:05 Discussion of Goal 3: Can one course be certified as fulfilling more than one of the three broad areas: arts and humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences?
5. 3:05 – 3:20 Continuing discussion: Can a course satisfy Goal 4, Learning Outcome 2, if the geographically non-U.S. culture that it studies has significant overlap with U.S. culture?
6. 3:20 – 3:30 Continuing discussion: Can a KU Core goal or learning outcome be listed as a prerequisite for a particular course?